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RESEARCH DESIGN
The research adopts a critical realist stance and constructed pragmatically. In this research design, multiple qualitative methods are integrated to
gather the strands of the dual perspectives.
1. The everyday - The collective and individual experiences of place which observes and expresses people’s actions and views in their own terms
2. The official- The constructions and problematisations of place, underlying assumptions and rationales, and the rules and actions of officials

In Trinidad and Tobago public space is not frequently recognised on the
policy agenda except where conflict arises between users. In the public
imagination however, the most Trinbagonian of public places are town
centres which exude a vibrancy and liveliness driven by day-to-day
activities, and the wider social life of the town.
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BACKGROUND

This dissertation takes place at the intersection of what happens in public
spaces and the community of practice involved in public space. Treating
public space as both an object of study and interpretation, and a concept
this research explore two key concerns: does the reality of public spaces
and public life in the town centre transfer to official narratives of public
spaces, and can a view of the everyday improve the way public space is
thought about in policy and actioned by officials and institutions.

The perspectives are interwoven through reconciliations aimed at impacting
the processes of public space management and policy content and priorities.
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FINDINGS
- The management of public space is described as one of its greatest challenges by officials
- Two distinct subsets of users described and catered for (or targeted) in policy are the pedestrians and movers in the city and problem users
such as informal taxis and vendors
- Public space plays important social and emotional roles including seeking companionship and a whole host of intensities of sociability
- The use of public space by individuals is greatly impacted by the form and programming of space, the presence and behaviours of others and
the organisation of surrounding uses and the wider city
- There are many places where the official and the everyday intersect on issues but diverge on content however this is obscured in policy by
a lack of granularity within decision making and a preoccupation with order and distinctiveness
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